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As weeks have passed, Teresa Meyer has 
seen first-hand the growth in the number of 
people utilizing the drive-thru COVID-19  
testing site at Columbus Community Hospital.

She has been stationed at the outdoor site 
since it opened in late March. 

Meyer, a registered nurse, regularly works in 
pre-admissions at CCH. When the coronavirus 
pandemic began to become more of a reality 
for this area, Meyer wanted to be available 
where she could be of most use.

“I put it out there that if I needed to float to 
another department that I would be happy 
to go back to ER to help out,” she said.

Meyer had worked in the emergency depart-
ment at CCH for seven years before spending 
the last two in pre-admissions.

For weeks, Meyer has worked in the drive- 
thru site where she helps to oversee the 
registration process for those who are using 
the service.

What started out as only a few patients each 
day has grown significantly.

“When the huts first opened we averaged 
10 (patients) a day. It was slow enough that 
there was one provider, one nurse and me 
in the registration huts and a couple traffic 
control people. There was literally five of us 
outside,” she said.

Now there are multiple CCH staff working in 
the huts to assess patients that can be more 
than 100 in any given day.
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Meyer was surprised that the patient number 
has grown so high, but she said it is a reward-
ing experience to be part of a team working 
together during a pandemic.

“It’s something new and nothing we’ve ever 
encountered before. It’s a chance for all of 
us to pull together and take care of these 
patients and flatten the curve,” she said.

It’s not only the nurses working in the testing 
site that she credits.

“There are people from all different areas 
of the hospital coming to help. That’s the 
coolest thing about this is all the different 
people who are helping and seeing how 
everyone is working together to make this 
process go,” she said.

Even though she is working with individuals 
who may have COVID-19, Meyer said she 
does a good job keeping her work life and 
home life separate. What does linger,  
though, is the uncertainty the virus will  
have long-term.

“What will next month bring or the month 
after that? That still kind of gets to me,” 
Meyer said.

There is some concern about possibly  
contracting the virus and then unknowingly 
giving it to her husband and two teenage 
children, but she said they do have strong  
immune systems. Plus, there is always a risk 
of catching something when working in a 
health care profession. Now, Meyer said,  
she is just a bit more careful when she  
goes home.

She is also cautious when visiting her mother. 
Meyer said her mom lives on a farm and she 
still goes there to help out but does practice 
social distancing.

“I’m able to go out there and do work for her 
without being close to her. It’s really hard not 
to hug her when I leave,” she said.

Meyer feels that if communities do stay the 
course and individuals continue to follow the 
guidelines, then there will be return to  
normalcy and a simple act like hugging a  
loved one will happen once again.

She points to the leadership CCH has provided 
in that area by educating the community about 
COVID-19 and steps that should be taken to 
flatten the curve. The effort by CCH employees, 
from doctors and nurses to housekeepers, 
kitchen staff, maintenance and security, have 
all played an important role in planning for the 
pandemic and carrying out procedures. That, 
Meyer said, has made her proud to work at  
the hospital.

“I think we have seen the results we wanted 
to see, and everyone is pitching in to make 
that happen,” she said.
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